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Statement of the Issue

. Nonmember Jurisdiction. TJMD, LLP is a North Dakota limited

liability partnership. The defendants are business entities organized

under the laws of various states with headquarters off the

reservation. The defendants did not have a consensual relationship

with the tribe or a tribal member out of which TJMD's individual

claims arose. Additionally, the alleged conduct of the defendants

was no1 catastrophic to the tribe. Does the tribal court have

jurisdiction over the nonmember defendants under the limited
Montana exceptions?

Statement of the Case

TJMD, LLP, a North Dakota limited liability partnership, has sued the defendants,

all business entities organized under the laws ofvarious states with headquarters off the

reservation. for breach ofcontract and tort claims. The defendants have moved to

dismiss the case for lack of non-tribal member jurisdiction.

Statement of Facts

TJMD, LLP has sued Dakota Petroleum Transport Solutions, LLC, Dakota Plains

Holdings, Inc., western Petroleum corporation, and world Fuel Services corporation for

breach of contract and tort claims relating to the ending of TJMD's services at Dakota

Petroleum's crude-oil transloading facility. (compl. 1lfl l-81) TJMD is a North Dakota

limited liability partnership. (N.D. Sec. of State Doc.)

Dakota Petroleum is a Minnesota limited liability company with ils principal place

oflbusiness in Minnesota. (compl. tJ 4) Dakota Plains is a Nevada corporation with its

principal place of business in Minnesota. (Id. $ 6) Westem Petroleum is a Minnesota



corporation with its principal place of business in Minnesota. (Id.fl 5) And, finally'

World Fuel Services is a Florida corporation with its principal place of business in

Florida. Gd.'tT7)

TJMD has sued Dakota Petroleum for breach of contract and an alleged covenant

ofgoodfaithandfairdealing. (Id.flfl41-55) TJMDhassuedtheotherdefendants-

Dakota Plains, Westem Petroleum, and World Fuel Services - for tortious interference

with contract, tortious interference with prospective economic advantage, and

misrepresentation. (k!. flll 56-78) Additionally, TJMD has sued all the defendants for

civil conspiracy (Id. Tn 79-81) The defendants deny all the claims against them.

TJMD was started in February 2010. (Compl. !l 3) TJMD does business both on

and off the reservation. (TJMD website)

In June 2010, TJMD entered into an agreement with Dakota Petroleum to provide

services at the transloading facility. (Compl. fl 20) In January of 201 l, TJMD and

Dakota Petroleum entered into an amendment to that agreement. (Compl. \22) ln

January 2012, TJIuID and Dakota Petroleum entered into an amended and restated

agreement. (Compl. fl 23).

The complaint alleges that Virgil White Owl obtained a 5l7o ownership interest in

TJMD in May 2011. (Compl. fl 3) The complaint alleges that White Owl is a tribal

member. (ld.) Apparently, the other owners of TJMD are not tribal members.

The transloading facility involved here is on non-Indian fee land' (Claypool Aff'

l). Dakota Plains owns the land in fee simple. (Ic!.)
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Summary of Argument

Since the limited Montana exceptions to the general rule of no tribal jurisdiction

over nonmembers do not apply, the tribal court lacks jurisdiction. The Montana

consensual-relationship exception is not met because the defendants did not have a

consensual relationship with the tribe or a tribal member out of which TJMD's individual

claims arose. Although TJMD allegedly is now partly owned by a tribal member, it is

still an entity distinct from its owners. The Montana threatens-the-tribe exception also

does not apply. TJMD does not allege conduct that was catastrophic to the tribe.

Additionally, TJMD cannot meet its burden of proving that the alleged conduct

underlying some of its claims physically occurred on the reservation.

Argument

l. A tribal court lacks jurisdiction over non-tribal members unless one

of the two limited Montana exceptions applies.

"Tribes do not, as a general matter, possess authority over non-lndians who come

within their borders[.]" Plains Commerce Bank v. Lone F'amily Land & Cattle Co.. Inc.,

554 U.S. 316,328 (2008). Two limited exceptions, called the Montana exceptions after

the case that first developed them, exist. Broadly stated, these exceptions are as follows:

First, a tribe may exercise civil authority over certain activities of a nonmember who has

entered into a consensual relationship with the tribe or a tribal member. Second, a tribe

may exercise civil authority over nonmembers whose activities have threatened the tribe.

ld. at.329-10.



Under the Montana analysis, "'a tribes adjudicative jurisdiction does not exceed its

legislative jurisdiction."' Id. at 330 (quoting Strate v. A-1 Contractors, 530 U.S. 438,453

( 1997)). Thus, a tribe may have less power to adjudicate an activity that has already

occurred, than to enact legislation governing that type of activity going forward.

The Montana exceptions are "limited exceptions." Atkinson Tradine Co.. Inc' v.

Shirley, 532 U.S. 645,647 (2001). The United States Supreme Court has emphasized

that these exceptions "are 'limited' ones . . . and cannot be construed in a manner that

would'swallow the [general] rule,' . . . or'severely shrink' it. . . ." Plains Commerce,

554 U.S. at 330 (quoting Atkinson, 532 U.S. at 647 ar,d Strate, 530 U.S. at 458 )).

The status olthe land has a role in the Montana analysis. Plains Commerce, 554

U.S. at 331. "[The] general rule restrict[ingl tribal authority over nonmember activities

taking place on the reservation . . . is particularly strong when the nonmember's activity

occurs on land owned in fee simple by non-lndians . . . ."' Id. The Supreme Court has

noted that it has "[t]ellingly, with only 'one minor exception [involving zoning of non-

Indian land surrounded by Indian land], never upheld under Mo ntano the extension of

tribal civil authority over nonmemb ers on non-lndian land."' Id. at 333 (quoting Nevada

v. Hicks, 533 U.S. 353, 360 (2001) (emphasis in original)' Since the transloading

lacility involved here is on non-Indian land, the scales are particularly weighted against

tribal-court jurisdiction.

In deciding whether a Montana exception applies, each claim must be analyzed

separately, and the plaintiffhas the burden ofproof. Attomey's Process and Investieative
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Servs.. Inc. v. Sac & Fox Tribe, 609 F.3d 927,936-37 (8th 2010). TJMD cannot meet its

burden of proving either Montana exception applies to any of its claims.

2. The Montana consensual-relationship exception does not apply
because the defendants did not have a consensual relationship with
the tribe or a tribal member out of which any of TJMD's individual
claims arose.

The first Montana exception - the consensual-relationship exception - does not

apply. For that exception to apply, two requirements must be met. First, a consensual

relationship "through commercial dealings, contracts, leases, or other arrangements" must

have existed befween the nonmember defendant and the tribe or a tribal member.

Atkinson, 532 U.S. 645,651 (quoting Montana v. United States, 450 U.S. 554, 565

( l98l )). Second, the claim against nonmember defendant must have arisen out of that

relationship. Atkinson, 532 U.S. at 656; Nord v. Kelly, 520 F.3d 848, 856 (8th Cir.

2008).

A. The defendants did not have a consensual relationship with the tribe or
a tribal member that counts for jurisdictional analysis.

The first requirement of the consensual-relationship exception is not met. The

defendants did not have a consensual relationship with the tribe or a tribal member out of

which any of TJMD's claims arose. Dakota Plains, Westem Petroleum, and World Fuel

Services certainly did not have a consensual relationship relevant to jurisdictional

analysis. Although Dakota Petroleum did have a contract with TJMD, that North Dakota

limited liability partnership is not a tribal member.

Under the Three Affiliated Tribes Constitution, a tribal member is defined as a

person "ofat least l/8 degree blood ofthe Hidatsa, Mandan, and/or Arikara Tribes'"



Three Affiliated -tribes const. Art. II, sec. l(a) (amended 2010). TJMD does not meet

the definition of tribal member because it is an artificial entity - a state-organized limited

liability partnership.

Corporations, of course, are entities distinct flrom their owners. Mann v' Mann,

223 N.W. 186, 189 (N.D. 1929). Under North Dakota law and the Uniform Partnership

Act (1997), even an ordinary partnership "is an entity distinct from the partnership's

partners." N.D. Cent. Code $ 45-14-01 (2007); Unif. P'ship Act (1997) $ 201, 6 pt' I

U.LA. 9 I (2001 ). This entity designation applies to a North Dakota limited liability

partnership through section 45-22-02 of the North Dakota Century Code.

Unlike a partner in an ordinary partnership, a partner of a limited liability

partnership is not liable for partnership debt. Compare N.D. Cent. Code $ 45-15-06

(2007) with id. $ 45-22-08.1 . "[The] limited liability [of an LLP] makes entitv

characterization of LLP's [even] more certain." Alan R. Bromberg & Lany E. fubstein,

Brombere and Ribstein on Limited Liability Partnerships. the Revised Uniform

Partnership Act. and the Uniform Limited Partnership Act (2001), $ 1.03(a) (2012 ed.).

"Corporations that are licensed under state law usually are considered 'non-lndian'

lor jurisdictional purposes even if they are owned by Indians." Stephen L. Pevar, The

Rights of Indians and Tribes 161 (4th ed.2012). In Airvator. Inc. v. Turtle Mountain

Mfs. Co., 329 N.W.2d 596,602 (N.D. 1983), and Zempel v. Libertlv, 143 P'3d 123, 132

(Mont. 2006), the North Dakota and Montana Supreme courts respectively held that

state-organized corporations were not tribal members for jurisdictional purposes, even

though owned by tribal members. They reasoned that a corporation is an entity distinct



from its owners. Airvator, 329 N.W.2d at 603; zemoel 143 P.3d at 132. Since a limited

liability pa(nership, like a corporation, is an entity distinct from its owners, the same

analysis applies here. Even though TMJD is allegedly partly owned by a tribal member,

it is not a tribal member.

In its decision in Plains Commerce, a panel of the Eighth Circuit held that the

plaintiff state-o rganized corporation was a tribal member. Plains Commerce Bank v-

Long Familv Land and Cattle Co.. Inc.,49l F.3d 878, 886 (8th Cir.2007), rev'd on other

srounds, 5 54 U.S. 3 l6 (2008). Since the United States Supreme Court reversed on other

grounds, it did not reach this issue. To the extent the Eighth Circuit panel decided that a

legal entity created under state law can be a tribal member, its decision is misguided. The

Supreme Court has said that the Montana exceptions are "limited exceptions." Atkinson,

532 U.S. 645,647. Since the exceptions are meant to be limited, a court should not

disregard the fundamental rule of entity separateness to expand them.

Besides ignoring entity separateness, the panel's result would prove unworkable in

many cases. As the North Dakota Supreme Court recognized in Airvator, allowing

ownership to determine tribal membership "would promote an unmanageable and

undesirable method of determining jurisdiction because IoI] the possibility of change in

the percentage of Indian shareholders." 329 N.W.2d at 604.

The panel,s result also blurs the lines between tribal members and nonmembers.

when the entity is not 100% tribal-member owned, the panel's result has the effect of

giving tribal member status to nonmembers.
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Apart from being misguided, the panel's decision in Plains Commerce is

distinguishable from the case here in at least six important respects:

First, in Plains Commerce, the plaintiff corporation's articles of incorporation

required that at least 517o of the company's shares be Indian owned at all times. 491

F.3d at 881 . No similar fact exists here. In fact, when TJMD was first started, it

apparently was 100%o nonmember owned.

Second, for the entire course of the relationship between the defendant bank and

the plaintiff corporation in Plains Commerce, the corporation was majority owned by

tribal members. Id. at 881, 886. In contrast, TJMD was apparently 10002 nonmember

owned when Dakota Petroleum first contracted with it. (Compl. lTfl 3, 20)

Third, in Plains Commerce, the plaintiff corporation apparently operated totally

within the reservation. 491 F.3d at 881. Here, TJMD does business on and off the

reservation. (TJMD website)

Fourth, the defendant bank in Plains Commerce directly benefited from financial

incentives available only because the plaintiff corporation was Indian owned. 491 F.3d at

886. The bank was entitled to BIA guaranteed loans that allowed the bank to greatly

reduce its lending risk. Id. Dakota Petroleum did not similarly benefit here.

Fifth, the defendant bank in Plains Commerce sought the tribe's help in

renegotiating a loan agreement with the corporation and in serving a notice to quit. Id.

Dakota Petroleum did not similarly seek tribal help here.

Sixth, in Plains commerce, the tribal-member owners of the plaintitf corporation

personally guaranteed the corporation's debt to the bank. Id. No parallel exists here.



The United States Supreme Court, in its Plains Commerce decision, stressed that

the Montana consensual-relationship exception applies only '1o the extent necessary 'to

protect tribal self-government [and] to control internal relations."' 554 U.S. at 332

(quoting Montana, 450 U.S. a|564). Protecting tribal self-govemment and controlling

intemal tribal relations does not require disregarding the separate entity status of TJMD.

This case is simply a commercial dispute between business entities involving a business

on non-Indian owned land.

In sum, none ofthe defendants had a consensual relationship with the tribe or a

tribal member that counts. Assuming some sort of collateral, consensual relationship.

none of TJMD's claims arose out of that relationship.

B. Even assuming a consensual relationship, none of TJMD's claims arose
out of that relationship.

Even assuming a defendant had some sort of collateral, consensual relationship

with the tribe or a tribal member, the second requirement of the consensual-relationship

exception is not met. None of TJMD's claims arose out of that relationship. The

Supreme Court has emphasized that "Ia] nonmember's consensual relationship in one

area does not trigger tribal civil authority in another [area] - it is not 'in for a penny, in

for a Pound."' Atkinson, 532 U.S. at 656.

Interpreting this second requirement of the consensual-relationship exception, the

Eighth Circuit, in Nord v. Kellv, 520 F.3d 848, 856 (8th Cir. 2008), held that the tribal

court did not have jurisdiction over a tort claim by a member against a nonmember who

had contracted with the tribe. The court reasoned that the dispute did not arise out of that
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contract. Id. See also Amerind Risk Memt. com. v. Malatarre, 633 F.3d 680, 691 (8th

Cir. 201l)(Beam, J., concurring)(reasoning that plaintiffs' personal injury claims relating

to a fire in a housing unit did not arise out of the risk management company's consensual

relationship with the housing authority).

Similarly, the Ninth Circuit, in Phillip Morris USA' Inc. v' King Mountain

Tobacco Co., 569 F.3d 932,941,943 (9th Cir. 2009), held that a tribal member's

declaratory-judgment action did not "arise out of'the nonmember's marketing contacts

with other tribal members. The court explained, "The mere fact that a nonmember has

some consensual contacts with a tribe does not mean that the tribe has jurisdiction over

all suits involving that nonmember, or even over all such suits that arise within the

reservation; the suit must also arise out of those consensual contacts." Id. at 941. See

also MacArthur v. San Juan Cntv, 309 F.3d 1216, 1223-24 (lOth Cir. 20o2)(rejecting

tribal court jurisdiction over declaratory-judgment action against attorney that did not

arise out of his tribal bar association membership because "the requisite nexus between

the consensual relationship and the exertion of tribal authority [was] missing.")

Thus, the first Montana exception does not apply. The defendants did not have a

consensual relationship with the tribe or a tribal member out of which TJMD's individual

claims arose.

Likewise, the second exception does not apply. The alleged conduct of the

defendants was not catastrophic to the tribe.
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3. The @4.1[ry threatens-the-tribe exception does not apply because

the alleged conduct of the defendants was not catastrophic to the
tribc.

The second Montana exception - the threatens-the-tribe exception - also does not

apply. This exception "is only triggered by nonmember conduct that threatens the tribe;

it does not broadly permit the exercise of civil authority wherever it might be considered

'necessary' to self-government." Atkinson, 532 U.S. al 657 n.l2 (emphasis removed).

Forjurisdiction to exist under this exception, the nonmember's conduct "must do more

than injure the tribe, it must'imperil the subsistence' of the tribal community." Plains

Commerce, 554 U.S. at 341 (quoting Montana, 450 U.S. at 566). The conduct must be

"catastrophic" to the tribe. Plains Commerce, 554 U.S. at 341.

TJMD does not allege conduct that was catastrophic to the tribe. Thus, the second

Montana exception does not apply.

Apart lrom the Montana exceptions, TJMD cannot meet its burden of proving that

the alleged conduct for some of its claims physically occurred on the reservation'

4. TJMD cannot meet its burden of proving that the alleged conduct
for some of its claims physically occurred on the reservation.

"[T]ribal jurisdiction is, ofcourse, cabined by geography: 'Ihe jurisdiction of

tribal courts does not extend beyond tribal boundaries." Phillip Morris USA. Inc', 569

F.3d at 938. One does not even reach the Montana exceptions unless the nonmember's

conduct giving rising to the claim physicalty occurred on the reservation. Plains

Commerce, 554 U.S. at 332. The United States Supreme Court has underscored that the

limited Montana exceptions "permit tribal regulation of nonmember conduct inside the
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reservation that implicates the tribe's sovereign interests." Id. (emphasis in original).

TJMD cannot meet its burden of proving that the alleged conduct for some of its claims

physically occurred on the reservation.

The supreme court has said that the analysis for tribal-court jurisdiction over

nonmembers should lead to jurisdiction only when "the nonmember has consented, either

expressly or by his actions." Plains Commerce, 554 U.S. at 337' Nothing here shows

consent by these defendants to tribal-court jurisdiction for this commercial dispute

between business entities involving a business on non-Indian owned land.

Conclusion

The defendants did not have a consensual relationship with the tribe or a tribal

member out of which TJMD's individual claims arose. Additionally, the alleged conduct

of the defendants was not catastrophic to the tribe. Thus, neither Montana exception

applies, and the Court should dismiss the complaint.

DATED this -1q!ay of December,20l2.
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